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So, we are ending Month #5! While time sure speeds by we continue to be hopeful
that there is an ending of this Pandemic period out there in the offing, somewhere! I
know it is hard to see at this point, and likely not until a vaccine is readily available and
distributed will things move back to some level of normalcy! Until that time, we
continue to stress the need for all our constituents to continue to practice good
hygiene, distancing, judgement on attending anything with mass gatherings and the
wearing of the mask! On that last note, please always remember (residents AND
employees – and visitors during scheduled visits) to wear the mask correctly and when
near others and inside the building (unless in a private office area with no others
nearby). “Properly” means the mask needs to fit snuggly and fully cover the face from
below the chin to above the nose – a good way up the bridge! Please it is very
important! AND… remember to freshen your mask after each use by washing with
Dawn or an oil-removing detergent. If you need a new mask, just ask – we have more.
The important news: there are no active cases of COVID-19 within our resident
family nor our employee family! No employee is currently being monitored nor
awaiting test results. Thank you, God, for this continued blessing and we continue to
rely upon His grace and abundant mercy! Thank you all as well (employee and
resident) for keeping us safe and well by continuing to follow the above-suggested
guidelines!
While we have opened the opportunity for Independent-Living residents to join us now
in the Dining Room for any meals, we are observing that the Sunday noon meal has
become quite popular, which is a good thing! But… it brings with it the need for us to
remind you to please bring along a good dose of patience. As the numbers of seats
that we can offer at any one time is not what it used to be prior to the COVID
restrictions (remember, we still must attend to social distancing in the dining locations)
it may result in you needing to await the next available seating location to
accommodate your party. We will attend to that need promptly and seat you as
quickly as possible… but please use that good dose of patience while waiting! Our
staff and I appreciate your understanding!
As stated above, thank you all for helping us complete month #5 of this period with
minimal impact from the virus! Your efforts play a HUGE role in our ability to continue
that record moving forward! Thank you, employees, for your continued commitment
and diligence!! Together, we will get through this!

